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Introduction

In the previous issue of this newsletter, we continued
exploring CAATs functionalities that can help the
internal auditor become more efficient, and we
compared the "Gaps" function of ACL as compared
to Excel. In this issue, we look at the "Summarize"
command.

Basic CAATs functionalities

"Summarize" command
Summarization on a specific column using ACL can
be done very easily. The first screenshot below shows
a listing which includes multiple amounts for each
invoice. The second screenshot shows the result of
the “Summarize” command, indicating the subtotal
for each invoice number. The number of amounts
making up each subtotal is also displayed under
"COUNT" column.

Screenshot 1

Screenshot2

Why not do it in Excel?

Something similar could be performed in Excel by
using the "Subtotal" option under "Data" tab, but
this would provide less information, and lack in
presentation quality. You would also need to sort the
data before using “Subtotal”, otherwise several totals
of the same invoice would appear (see table below).

Conclusion

By looking at the way summarization is handled in
ACL and Excel, we again realise the benefit of using
purpose-built audit tools as compared to general
applications. With Excel you can do many things,
though it was not designed with the auditor in mind.
Auditors can improve efficiency and the presentation
quality of their findings by using purpose-built audit
software.
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